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High content analysis is an ideal method for drug discovery. It processes and analyzes
images of cells and tissues, quantifies the information contained in these images, and outputs
useful data. These include the count, size, shape, behavior, circumference, fluorescence
intensity, localization, and speed and total distance of movement of cells. For high content
analysis, Yokogawa has developed original image processing technologies. These include
image data platform technology, four-dimensional image processing technology containing
time and space information, and image recognition technology based on machine learning.
Yokogawa has also developed the CellPathfinder analysis software using these technologies.
This paper describes Yokogawa’s advanced image processing and analysis technologies.

INTRODUCTION

H

igh content analysis software is a tool to support drug
discovery. It captures images of cells to determine their
changes upon administering drug candidate compounds. Then,
the software processes and analyzes the images, assesses the
drug efficacy, and screens the candidate compounds. Cells
used for new drug development are diverse in shape, and
filled with various intracellular organelles. Therefore, their
images are extremely complex. Technological development in
microscope systems has enabled three-dimensional imaging
of cells and time-series imaging of living cells. In many cases,
however, images taken at different depths have different image
qualities due to optical reasons, and the temporal resolution is
deteriorated due to the limitation on data capacity.
To extract various numerical data on cells that are
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useful for drug discovery efficiently and accurately from
such imperfect images, revolutionary image processing
technologies are required. A competent image processing
technology will help extract useful data from images more
efficiently, and will enable quantitative, objective assessments.
As a result of the evolution and spread of digital image
processing, general-purpose image processing libraries are
now available on the Internet. These are useful for basic image
processing such as filtering, morphological operation(1), and
labeling for two-dimensional (planar) images. These tools
enable two-dimensional objects (cells) to be recognized
and various feature values to be calculated from simple cell
images. In the field of new drug development, however, images
to be processed are complex and incomplete, and feature
values to be screened are diverse. Most of the commercial
image analysis tools fail to meet such requirements, and the
functions and performance differ little among these tools.
This paper introduces the three technologies of image
processing that differentiate Yokogawa from competitors.
These technologies are implemented in CellPathfinder,
Yokogawa’s new, original software product.
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IMAGE DATA PLATFORM TECHNOLOGY
Need for Image Data Platform Technology
Yokogawa has developed bio-imaging systems for a
broad range of applications from basic research in cell biology
to drug discovery support. Yokogawa has also developed
sof t ware prog rams dedicated to each application, for
controlling devices and analyzing captured images. Although
dedicated programs can have the optimum display for each
application, there are some disadvantages. For example, users
must learn how to use each software program separately, and
interfaces must be newly developed when it is operated with
other devices as a system. To solve these problems, Yokogawa
decided to integrate existing image analysis software programs
and to develop image data platform technology.
Gener ally, i mage f iles i n J PEG, PNG, a nd ot her
for mats are called image data. In this paper, data that
contain image data and their imaging conditions, including
the microscope magnification and camera exposure time,
are called measurement data. Figure 1 shows the f low of
standardizing measurement data. To perform analyses, it is
necessary to extract information from the measurement data
of each device and to standardize it. The standardized data
are called measurement metadata. The process of generating
measurement metadata is carried out by a plug-in, which can
be used easily in both existing devices and new devices.
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length of one pixel of the camera, and the degree of binning
(Figure 2). Binning is a method of enhancing brightness by
combining adjacent pixels, sacrificing resolution.
Actual length represented by one
= (length of one pixel of the camera × degree of binning) /
magnification of the objective lens
Image

1 pixel

Figure 2 Calculation of actual length
(C) From moving amount of objective lens to imaging position:
The position of imaging planes in a cell is calculated from the
moving amount of the objective lens. The parameters for this
calculation are the refractive index of the immersion material
(water, air, or the like depending on the type of the objective
lens) and that of the culture liquid in wells (Figure 3).
Moving amount of imaging plane =
Moving amount of objective lens ×

Refractive index of culture liquid
Refractive index of immersion material

Well
Refractive index of
culture liquid: 1.33

Moving amount of
imaging plane

Refractive index of
immersion material
Air
: 1.00
Water : 1.33

Previous imaging position

Moving amount of objective lens

Figure 3 Calculation of imaging position

Magnified view of a well

Field: Imaging points
indicated by squares in
the picture

Well: Places for cell culture indicated by
circles in the picture
Time

Z4
Z3

Z

Figure 1 Flow of standardization
Major Information Extracted for Standardization
To obtain correct analysis results from captured images,
the following steps are performed and extracted information is
recorded as measurement metadata.
(1) Conversion of measurement values
(A) From timepoint to elapsed time: Each timepoint of imaging
(Figure 4) is converted into elapsed time (unit: sec).
(B) From pixel to length: The actual length represented by
one pixel (smallest element of a picture) is calculated and
represented in the unit of µm. The parameters for this
calculation are the magnification of the objective lens, the
68
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Channel (Ch): Images taken with the same parameters (well, field,
timepoint, and Z) but with different wavelengths
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(2) Linking of data to images
Linking the precise data of position, wavelength, and other
parameters to an image is crucial for analyzing changes caused
by drug candidates. The data to be linked to each image
include the address of a well, position of a field (imaging
point in a well), timepoint, Z index (positional information
along the Z axis), and channel (information on fluorescence
color) (Figure 4). Since large image files are not converted,
information about linkage and relative paths is recorded.
Implementing Measurement Metadata
Syst e m .Dat a . SQLit e (2) is u se d for i mple me nt i ng
measurement metadata. SQLite is a relational database
management system (RDBMS) that can be programmed in the
C# language. The RDBMS enables high-speed access even
if several ten thousand images (several gigabytes to several
terabytes of data) are captured in a single measurement. The
RDBMS breaks down data into units called tables, and links
and manages them. Table 1 shows the information retained in
the measurement metadata.

three-dimensionally (X, Y, and Z components), and various
feature values (information on shape, position, brightness, and
so on) are calculated. Three-dimensional image processing can
quantify positions, changes in shape, and other information
in terms of Z components, which cannot be obtained by twodimensional or maximum intensity projection (MIP) image
processing methods.
In four-dimensional image processing, time-series data
are added to Z-stacked images. An object (cell) is recognized
three-dimensionally (X, Y, and Z components) at each
timepoint, and objects recognized at each timepoint are linked.
In addition to the results obtained by three-dimensional
image processing, feature values related to time-series (travel
velocity, total travel distance, and so on) are output. Figure 5
shows the concept of four-dimensional image processing.
T1

Z

Tracking

T2

Z

Y

Y

Table name in database

Time axis
After tracking, obtain:
 Trajectories (connecting the coordinates of the
target object at each time)
 Feature values in time-series (velocity, total
travel distance, and so on)

Y

MeasurementInfo

Analysis software can easily read the standardized
measurement metadata. This procedure enables users to
analyze data without taking into account differences among
devices. The standardization of measurement data has also
enabled various devices to be handled more easily, and thus
improved the development efficiency in Yokogawa. It has also
facilitated the addition of new functions and quick responses
to requests from customers, thus improving their level of
satisfaction.

FOUR-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE PROCESSING
TECHNOLOGY
Four-dimensional Image Processing
Living cells are constantly changing in various ways.
Time-series observation of living cells yields findings that
cannot be obtained from observing samples fixed at each
timepoint. Understanding the dynamic behavior of cells is a
goal of developmental biology. Therefore, four-dimensional
image processing is becoming increasingly important.
In three-dimensional image processing, an object (cell)
is imaged at different X-Y planes normal to the Z axis, these
multiple images are stacked along the Z axis and analyzed
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Table 1 Information retained in measurement metadata
Information
Basic information at the time of
creation of the metadata
Basic information of measurement
data
Information on the measured well
plate

Z

Figure 5 Four-dimensional image processing
Tracking
The performance and accuracy of four-dimensional image
processing are determined by the recognition accuracy in the
three-dimensional image processing and the correct linking
of objects. The recognition of three-dimensional images
consists of five processes: filtering, binarization, deformation
of binarized images, labeling, and deformation of labeled
images(3).
For tracking a specific object, its location in two images
taken at different timepoints (Ti-1 and Ti: i = 2, 3, …, n) and
the closest two objects are linked (Figure 6). This procedure
is repeated for all timepoints. To evaluate the closeness, the
weighted sum of distance between the two objects, similarity
of their shape, cell divisions, sizes before and after cell
divisions, and predicted travel distance is taken into account.
Note that weights are variable. This makes tracking flexible
and applicable to a variety of live cell imaging processes.
Z

Ti-1

Z

Ti

Y

X

Y
X

Evaluate the closeness of positions in two images and link the nearest two objects
Time axis

Figure 6 Linking needed for tracking
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MACHINE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY
Machine learning technology has made rapid progress
recently, and is outperforming humans in the field of image
recognition. Yokogawa has introduced this technology into
the field of bio-imaging in the expectation that it will deliver
excellent results.
Machine learning is a process of predicting the attributes of
new data based on the training data sets. It consists of two major
steps. One is the training step to identify features (patterns)
from a given data set, and the other is the prediction step to
classify new data based on the results of the training step.
Data used in the training step come with or without
classification labels (answers). Machine learning discussed
in this paper uses data with classification labels (also called
supervised data) for the training step.
Outline of Machine Learning Filter
There are several applications of machine learning in
bio-imaging. One is the conversion of captured images to
multivalued images. In this paper, this process is called a
machine learning filter.
Figure 7 shows a conceptual diagram of the machine
learning filter. In the training step, a user picks areas from an
image, assigns classification labels (positive integers: 1, 2, 3,
…) to each area, creates a set of training data (supervised data),
and makes the filter train the data. In Figure 7, the classification
labels of 1, 2, and 3 are assigned to nucleus, cytoplasm, and
background (all remaining elements), respectively. In the
prediction step, the filter assigns one of the classification labels
to each pixel of a given image, based on the result of the training
step, and converts the image into a multivalued image (each
pixel of the image has a value of 1, 2, or 3).

Pre-processing:
 Noise reduction
 Edge enhancement and
other processes

Post-processing:
 Size filter
 Changes in shape and
other features

Machine
learning
filter

Figure 8 Pre-processing and post-processing
in machine learning filter
The pre-processing contains various processes including
the reduction of noise in an image and the enhancement
of edges for emphasizing specific information. Users can
freely select and combine these processes depending on the
features of the captured image. The pre-processing refines and
emphasizes the training data, making the features (patterns)
in the training data easier to identify during the training
step. Thus, the pre-processing improves the accuracy in the
prediction step.
The post-processing contains various processes including
size filtering and shape modification after cell recognition.
Users can freely select and combine these processes in
the same manner as in the pre-processing. Even if a cell
is misrecognized by the machine learning filter, the postprocessing can correct it. As a result, the post-processing
minimizes misrecognition.

CONCLUSION

Training step
1: Nucleus
Clipping

2: Cytoplasm
3: Background

Image for training

Training data (supervised data)

Prediction step

Machine
learning filter

Image for prediction

1: Nucleus
2: Cytoplasm
3: Background

This paper introduced advanced image processing
technologies regarding microscope images. Yokogawa has
implemented these technologies in the CellPathfinder analysis
software, which is popular in a broad range of fields from
basic research in cell biology to drug discovery. Yokogawa
will continue to develop and refine new technologies, in order
to establish the foundations of high content image processing
technologies.
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learning alone is not enough to ensure the accuracy of
cell recognition for diverse biological analyses. Therefore,
Yokogawa’s machine learning filter has two mechanisms to
improve the accuracy of cell recognition (Figure 8). One is the
pre-processing for improving the accuracy of prediction, and
the other is the post-processing for correcting misprediction.
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